


be a balance between tourism development and quality of living

conditions in Macao.  Other destinations are attempting to attract

longer-staying tourists with higher spending power.  Just how

Macao is going to stand out from the crowd depends on the

concerted effort of the industry, government and the community.

In the meantime, strategies such as smoothing visitor arrival

throughout the year by spreading events and launching special

promotions during non-peak seasons should be pursued.  Other

important areas to examine include: stepping up the study of a

possible mass transportation system, revisiting urban

development plans, providing continuous training for quality

service and protecting our environment.  The sustainability of

Macao s tourism development hinges upon such key issues.

Fanny Vong, PhD
President
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Since the Handover, Macao has

been experiencing increasing

levels of visitation every year,

thanks  to  the  Main land s

Individual Visit Scheme and year-

round promotions by the Macau

Government Tourist Office.  Last

year, we reached a historical

record of 21.99 million visitors.

While excited by the tourism

potential of this destination, mindful government and industry

leaders ponder the tourism carrying capacity of Macao.  This

year, on the first seven days of the Chinese New Year alone,

Macao received around 760,000 visitors, or a daily average of

slightly over 100,000.  Residents must have noticed the crowds

on the streets  and that it had taken longer to be served and

to board public transportation.  Tourists must have felt a very

festive atmosphere  while at the same time experiencing some

hassles with getting around and clearing immigration.

Although it is true that a higher level of visitor arrival more often

than not translates into more economic gains, it is also true that

one should not kill the goose for the golden egg.  There has to
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President s Message

Editorial - Are we prepared for explosive expansion?

Admittedly, the slogan Macao: a World of Difference, the

Difference is Macao  does not get my heart pounding with

excitement and anticipation about this city as a destination.  To

successfully market this city as one that is diversifying from its

casino reputation, and still holding firmly to its true heritage, all

the messages and images that follow the slogan must be direct

and expressive - alive.  Right now the MGTO is taking advantage

of outside resources to expand and uplift its foreign promotional

campaign(s).

MGTO representatives are abroad in more than 18 locations -

most recently, in India and in France.  There are plans to have

representatives in two more locations, Russia and the Mid-East.

Apparently, many Russians are opting for Asian adventures,

and in the Mid-East a budding market is the group of ex-patriots

there who need to escape the desert for entertainment and

cultural exchange.  Both these regions could bring a different

type of leisure visitor to Macao.

Having over 21 million visitors in 2006 was definitely impressive.

Projecting more than 15 new hotel projects to open within two

year s time is also impressive — when considering the overall

land mass of this city.  Can we properly provide service for

these visitors while maintaining the integrity of lifestyle for Macao

residents — so that the true culture  of Macao survives?  After

all, one cannot market something that no longer exists.  The

MGTO is pushing to meet this challenge, advocating not only

marketing of Macao as a diversifying product  but also

attempting to act as a provider of additional facilities for training

entities here, to ensure these large demands within this industry

can be met.

Tom Wilhelm
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MGTO s Director, Eng. Joao Antunes˚- As Macao progresses, so must the MGTO

approach

Director of MGTO, Eng. Joao Manuel

Costa Antunes, describes himself as

a technical person who had been

invited into the political spectrum.  He

has been the Coordinator of the

Macao Grand Prix since 1988.  The

former Governor chose Eng. Antunes

to be the Coordinator of the 1999

Handover Ceremonies because he

was readily trusted and accepted by

both sides.  Today, with experienced

and qualified consultants, he is structuring the MICE future of

Macao and seeking additional markets.

T: What were you involved in prior to coming to Macao?

A: In Portugal, I had started work in the private sector, and was

then invited to join a ministry job.  I was the Director of a

technical group of around 50 plus people, engineers who

gave technical support - in terms of projects, constructions,

schools and markets - to six municipalities.

T: How and why did you become interested in tourism as your

main focal area?

A: I started work in tourism by accident.  About 24 years ago, I

came to Macao as an Advisor for Public Works.  After a few

months, the former Governor invited me to be the Vice

Chairman of the Municipal Council of Macao.  I did this for

two and a half years.  Then, they invited me to a new project

— the development of the World Trade Centre of Macao; this

was a private enterprise.  But, I had come to Macao as a

Civil Servant, so they put me in as Deputy Director of Tourism

- a position that had existed, but never been occupied.  At

that time the structure of tourism was very small; together

we were 68 people.

T: How have you encouraged professional development within

this industry?

A: In 1988-89 we had what was called the Training Department ;

but tourism was developing so fast - we needed to have

graduates with proper vocational training.  So, I proposed

that we create one entity that could provide graduation level

training.  And finally, I am happy to say that in September

1995 our daughter, IFT, became independent.

T: What can we expect in the future from your department here

in Macao?

A: I follow what I know - the methodology of teams.  Today in

my department we are the first to introduce flex time.  My

team can come in at 10:00; they use a palm reader rather

than a punch card.  They are very energetic and dedicated in

their work.

We need more research focus.  In the future, I can foresee

the same that happened to IFT will happen for the Macao

Business Centre.  We try to develop this, and when things

are mature, then we could create an autonomous Macao

Conventions Bureau.  So, we are preparing for 5,8,10 years

from now.

We need to adapt the 1988-89 tourism structure; my boss

and the Chief Executive agree.  I hope by the middle of April

to submit the final proposal of the new MGTO, and again — a

new structure and new building!  I want to finalize this in July,

start construction (at the current Grand Prix paddock area)

after this year s race and finish before the 2009 Grand Prix.

We want a new complex that will have a building for the Grand

Prix and a Multi-purpose centre that during the year will be

an interface for transportation between the jetfoil and the

hotels (because now it is a mess).

Also, we plan to replicate and enlarge our Tourism Centre to

over 1000 square meters (without columns).  The 4th floor

will become the Macao Grand Prix museum.  The 1st floor

will be the VIP rooms like in the other race venue, and during

the year it will be a training centre.  We re not competing with

other entities in Macao; what we want is to work very closely

with others and to provide space. We ll have at least 11

classrooms of large scale where you can give intensive

training - because we know that in the coming years a lot of

new staff will be needed in the sector.

T: We had over 21 million visitors in 2006.  Do you think it s

possible for Macao to reach a saturation point in visitors?

What should Macao do to avoid that?

A:Of course there must be a limit, but with a strong, multi-

background team we can be ready.  I had mentioned that we

need more research; we need to be well-informed regarding

visitors - there are many parameters.  Challenges we face

are: infrastructure and local transportation, facilitation in

entrance to Macao, adequate Crisis Management (for inside

and outside of Macao - we need a more systematic body to

deal with this.), and Human Resources.  Diversification of

the product of Macao is important.  We continue to promote

Macao as a city of Culture and important Heritage, but we

now emphasize MICE too.  With continued expansion here,

visitors  qualities will change; we must adapt to progress.

Tom Wilhelm
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Director of MGTO,

Eng. Joao Manuel Costa Antunes
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Forum on The Past and Future of Loulan — Ancient City on the Silk Road, Xinjiang

Province, China

The cultural diversity of China struck home when I arrived in

Urumqi, capital of Xinjiang Province, a day after Christmas.  The

lingering strains of western carols from the hotel lobby soon

gave way to Chinese pop music to welcome in the New Year.

Outside in the city, the vastly Muslim community was getting

ready to celebrate the most important Islamic festival of the

year, the Corban Festival that marks the end of a month s fasting.

As an Autonomous Region of China bordering eight countries,

Xinjiang boasts more than 13 ethnicities and six official

languages.  Its diverse landscape yields a wide range of fruits,

nuts and grains, as well as cotton, a lucrative cash crop.  Also

evident are animal products from goats, camels and horses.

Its fame as the land of the Silk Road may have receded into

history along with many ancient cities that had succumbed to

the desert.  But China announced last year that, together with

several central Asian countries, it would apply for world cultural

heritage status for historical sites along the ancient Silk Road

in the next three to five years (Xinhua, 4 August 2006).  Soon,

Xinjiang s many attractions may once again enjoy the

prominence they did 2,000 years ago when western traders

plied the Silk Route into the Middle Kingdom.

The gathering of archaeologists, geologists, weather specialists

and social scientists and adventurers at Urumqi during the last

week of December 2006 was an effort to stimulate discussion

and knowledge-sharing towards restoring one lost ancient city

on the Silk Road — Loulan, once the Han and Jin dynasties

Western Region capital city.  It was found buried in the desert

by a Swedish explorer in 1901, and archaeological investigations

quickly followed. Since the discovery in 1980 of the Loulan

Beauty , a well-preserved female corpse with Caucasian

features, archaeological interest in Loulan has grown within and

outside China.  Centres for the study of Loulan and the Silk

Road now exist in North America, the United Kingdom, Europe

and Australia.  The Urumqi forum reported the latest

archaeological discoveries and debated the fate of the Loulan

people.  One theory is that, as the desert slowly devoured the

city, Loulan s inhabitants migrated west towards the Turpan

Valley, and today have largely integrated with the Uygur ethnic

group.  Another is that they moved near the site of the Lop Nur

lake, and today are known as the Lop Nur people, a small rural

minority.

The Lop Nur community is developing rural tourism with

environmental protection .  Somewhat akin to farm stays in

western countries, the Lop Nur region is now open to visitors

wishing to sample the everyday life of the locals, which includes

fishing, hunting, animal husbandry, cotton picking, and camel

transportation.  Visitors stay with local families or in separate

guesthouses in their compound, and are treated to authentic

local food, music and dance cultures, without the modern

trappings of flush toilets or Internet access.  The hospitality is

warm and welcoming, and the visitor is expected to fully respect

the locals and their lifestyle.  Such tourism, regulated and

supported by the local government but managed by individual

families, empowers the local community to determine how much

tourism it wants, and how to give visitors an enriching experience

so that they will return, and bring their friends.  If successful,

Lop Nur will be able to share with visitors the breathtaking beauty

of its land and heart-warming simplicity of its people in return

for some economic benefit and international exposure.

Soo-May Cheng
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Expert and Public Opinion Studies on the Issue of the Blue

House

In early June 2006, the Social Welfare Institute announced plans

to expand its current office space by demolishing the Blue House

and rebuilding it into a 14-storey office building.  Members of

the general public in Macao expressed concerns, criticisms and

complaints regarding the issue.  In response to this reaction,

the Secretary for Social Affairs and Culture of the Macao SAR

Government commissioned IFT to undertake two research

studies to investigate the issue surrounding the Blue House.

The two studies included (1) a large-scale survey of Macao

residents  attitudes and opinions and (2) an expert panel

technical assessment.

On 19 January, the Expert and Public Opinion Studies on the

Issue of the Blue House  Press Conference was held at IFT.

IFT faculty members Dr. Sharif Shams Imon, Mr. Ong Chin Ee,

Ms. Christina Iao and Mr. Joe Lam conducted a presentation

and held a discussion on the research findings during the press

conference.

Government Commissioned Policy Research

A Study of Macao Residents  Opinions regarding

Electronic Sports

On 2 February, the Macao Residents  Opinions regarding

Electronic Sports  Press Conference was held at IFT.  The

Macao Sports Development Board has commissioned IFT to

conduct a study to generally assess public opinions and

evaluations about electronic sports.  The study also sought

suggestions from specialists, including educators, social workers

and electronic sports-related parties, about electronic sports.

In the press conference, research team members Professor

Don Dioko, Ms. Christina Iao and Mr. Joe Lam conducted a

presentation and held a discussion on the findings.

Two associated presentations had been delivered (on 11 and

22 January) to the Macao Sports Development Board and the

Sports Development Committee respectively.

Christina Iao
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Connie Loi, Pedro Moreira and Penny Wan attended the
CAUTHE 2007 Conference Tourism — Past Achievements,
Future Challenges  held in Sydney, Australia.  The papers they
presented were:
� Entertainment as a Tourism Development Tool in Macao —

A New Definition and Conceptual Framework  by Connie
Loi

� Competition Evolves to Simplicity: Strategies for the
Conquer of the Skies, and the Announced battle Between
the Airbus A380 and the Boeing 777  by Pedro Moreira

Conference presentations
� Environmental Awareness and Initiatives in Hotels: A Pilot

Study of Macao  by Penny Wan

Catarina Nunes
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Christina Iao, Dr. Don Dioko and Joe Lam (from left to right) presenting the study result

Christina Iao, Ong Chin Ee, Dr. Sharif Shams Imon and Joe Lam (from left to right) answering

media s questions.

The Blue House
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Report on student exchange trip to Malaysia and Singapore, 23 - 27 January

Many thanks to you - Guest Speakers

A group photo at Sunway University College, Malaysia

Recently I had the pleasure of being invited to lead a group of

20 IFT students on an exchange trip to Malaysia and Singapore

- organised by the Student Union of IFT.˚

The objective of this exchange trip was to foster cultural

exchange among staff members and students of the two

partner institutions.  In addition, it was hoped that students could

experience local life and culture in these two countries.

The tour was a five-day guided package arranged through a

local travel agency, which included a special request of leave

time to visit partner institutions.  This arrangement was made

to combine the objectives of familiarising the students with the

local tourist spots, and visiting formal educational institutions

offering similar courses/programmes as IFT.  The two

educational institutions visited were the SHATEC in Singapore,

and Sunway University College in Malaysia.  During both visits,

IFT students had chances to mingle with the other students.

I m very proud to say that IFT offers very competitive facilities,

equipment and other resources when compared to other like

institutions.

The tour was concluded fruitfully with every student being very

thankful to be granted such an exchange opportunity.

Connie Loi
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Mr. Bert van Walbeek from the Winning Edge in Thailand was

invited to come to Macao by the Pacific Asia Travel Association

(PATA Macao Chapter) to deliver an Executive Development

Programme on Crisis Management to top executives of the

Macao travel and hospitality trade.  Before departing Macao on

9 February, he was so kind as to offer a talk to our students and

academic staff on For Crisis Sake, Expect the Unexpected

at IFT.  The talk was very interesting and all participants enjoyed

it very much.

Mr. Charlie Bassett, the General Manager of AJ Hackett Macau

Tower Limited was invited by our lecturer, Reggie Martin, on 27

February to give a lecture on  AJ Hacketts Recreational

facilities adds new dimensions to Macau Tower  to Tourism

Business Management and Heritage Management Year-2

students.  He shared his expertise and experiences in

recreational and leisure management with the students.  They

asked a lot of questions and were especially interested in the

bungy jumping at the Macau Tower!

Many thanks to both of you, and hope to see you very soon

again at IFT!

                                                   Tamami Ogata
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We love crises  — do you agree?

Anyone for a bungy jump?
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Our first two interns at Disney World of Orlando

IFT Student For A Day 2007

Prospective IFT Students experiencing school life

The admission for degree programmes featured the IFT Student

For A Day  sessions, held for graduating high school students

at the IFT campus on 24 and 25 February (Saturday and

Sunday), and 3 and 4 March (Saturday and

Sunday).  These sessions have been

designed to help graduating high school

students learn more about our campus and

training facilities as well as the bachelor

degree programmes.  Every single detail,

including initial planning and arrangement

of the Student For A Day, was organised

by the Student Union of the Institute.  The

77 students of the Event Management

programme, joined by over 80 volunteer

students from other majors, with the aid of

staff from different departments of the

Institute, shaped this Student For A Day

into an unforgettable experience for

participating secondary students and their

p a r e n t s .   B e s i d e s  c o m p e t e n c e

demonstrated in their organising work, IFT

students showed team spirit.  They took

roles as campus tour guides, receptionists

and MCs, expressing enthusiasm when

sharing their study life and experiences at

IFT with participants.

This annual event started in 2004.  With

the experience gained from the last three years, this year s

programme was well-organised, and the response was

overwhelming.  More than 1,500 graduating secondary students

from 23 local secondary schools joined us to experience being

Our intern, Cassy Lou, has been performing her internship with

Disney World of Orlando, joining their Cultural Representative

Programme from July 2006 until July 2007.  She works as a

an IFT student for one day; a certificate has been issued to

each of the participants as a token of appreciation.

Through this event, our students have

introduced the importance of the tourism

industry to Macao and briefly demonstrated

how their professional education can be

applied in practical operations.  In the

comprehensive tour of the campus, they

illustrated the structure of the Institute, the

study paths of our bachelor degree

programmes, the on-campus training

facilities and the international accreditations

that the Institute has been granted.  Along

the touring routes, IFT students offered

practical demonstrations at various stations,

and invited participants to experience hands-

on training during their visit.

Lytton Ao
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China Attractions Hostess at EPCOT in Disney World; this

involves extensive guest contact along with public speaking.

She must take the initiative to greet guests and offer assistance

when needed.  She is also responsible for guest safety, as well

as general cleaning.  She enjoyed much in the last Disney

Halloween celebrations, gained valuable work experience and

has made a lot of friends from different cultures.

Another IFT intern, Frick Ho, has returned to Macao after

completing his six-month internship.  He worked as a Food &

Beverage Host in the quick service restaurant at the China

Pavilion in Disney World of Orlando.  Frick was responsible for

serving guests and answering questions about his native

cuisine.

                                                        Tamami Ogata
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Cassy Lou (right) is very much enjoying the Disney life
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Welcome back!

Welcoming Programme for exchange students in 2nd semester of 2006/07

Best way to conquer culture differences is to have some fun games

IFT has a total of 24 exchange students who journeyed to Macao

from Mainland China, Denmark, Finland, South Korea, Spain,

The Netherlands and the USA for their one-semester exchange

programmes.  To better integrate their studies at IFT and their

life in Macao, a Welcoming Programme  week was arranged

from late January to early February.  This programme included

Cantonese classes, an Institute presentation and a campus tour.

Having served the Institute For Tourism Studies for a short period

four years ago, Mr. Patrick Lo (from Hong Kong) is again

contributing as a lecturer at IFT.  He is responsible for teaching

Statistics and Quantitative Methods to our Hotel Management

Year-2 and Year-4 students.˚ His office is located at the

Inspiration Building (IG11).  If you bump into him on campus,

remember to say Hello Patrick!

                                                          Tamami Ogata
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Here we are the new members who joined IFT from January

— March 2007:

January

Carmen, Mok Mui Lan as Administrative Assistant of SAAF

Dell Wayne Griffin as Kitchen Consultant of Food and

Beverage

February

Anthea, Chan Kam Ioc as Library Assistant of Library

Astor, Tou Cheng I as Administrative Assistant of PACES

Danny, Lam Kuok Kei as Electrical Technician Assistant of

Engineering Team

Anyone who travels to or lives in Macao should not miss the

delicious and unique Macanese cuisine — a blend of Portuguese

and Chinese culinary flavour — which cannot be found elsewhere

in the world.  So, a specially arranged activity during the week

was Chef for a day .  These exchange students and our

students prepared some Macanese dishes with the assistance

of our chefs. A whole-day city tour completed the week, allowing

them to have a snapshot of Macao. They finished with dinner

at a local restaurant.

IFT will continue to receive exchange students from our

overseas partner institutions. For more information, please

contact our Office for International Affairs at office@ift.edu.mo.

Louisa Lam
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Welcome aboard!
Judy, Wong Wai Teng as Administrative Assistant of PACES

Patrick, Lo Chun Pong as Lecturer of EST

Ng Wai Man as Chauffeur of Central Services

March

Angelia, Ieong Kuai Ieng as Administrative Assistant of SAAF

Eric, Lei Iat Hei as Administrative Assistant of Engineering Team

Lo Ka Heng as Kitchen Assistant of Kitchen
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Food and Beverage courses offered by PACES

Mr. Wu Xian Fan at the Raw Food Processing Workshop

In order to cope with the development of the industry, PACES

has scheduled a series of food and beverage courses,

seminars and workshops throughout the year of 2007.

In February, PACES held a two-hour Raw Food Processing

Workshop .  The speaker of the seminar, Mr. Wu Xiao Fan,

who majored in Catering Management at Victoria University,

Australia, is a professional member of the Australia Food

Association and Hong Kong Chefs Association.

The seminar was held at the amphitheatre on 15 February.

About 170 professionals from the hospitality industry, including

food and beverage front-line professionals, chefs, and

members from purchasing and receiving departments

participated in the workshop.  Topics discussed during the

workshop included: the procedures of handling, processing and

storing different kinds of meat such as, beef, pork, lamb and

veal; how to distinguish the quality of different parts of meat

and their names; the international grading system, and

characteristics of different types of meat and their nutritional

facts.

At the end of the workshop, Mr. Wu demonstrated the

procedures of cutting and processing a whole fresh beef fillet

as well as the technique for removing the bone of a gigot with a

short knife.

Besides the Raw Food Processing Workshop , PACES has

scheduled a series of Food and Beverage courses and

workshops to be held in April. They are:

1) Chinese and Western Tea

Schedule : 10 April, 14:30

Speaker : Mr. Lei Hei Sou (Professional Instructor of

IFT)

Free Admission

2) Bar

Schedule : 10 April to 5 June; Tuesdays and Thursdays,

19:00-21:00

Instructor : Mr. Lei Hei Sou (Professional Instructor of IFT)

Fee : MOP 900 (Macao resident)/MOP1,170

(Non-resident)

3) Flairtender (Beginning / Intermediate level)

Schedule : 11 April to 20 June; Wednesdays, 15:30-17:30

or 18:30-20:30

Instructor : Mr. Zhang Zhi Penn (Chinese Representative

to the International Bartender Competition,

Helsinki, Finland)

Fee : MOP 2,090 (Macao resident); MOP 2,720

(Non-resident)

4) Argentinean Wine

Schedule : 24 April, 2 hours

Speaker : Representative from the Argentinean Consulate

in Hong Kong

Free admission

During the months of May and June, more workshops, courses

and seminars will be organised, such as: Dry Seafood Seminar;

Bar; Chinese/Western Banquet Service and Master Chefs

Cooking Demonstrations (including Northeast China Dishes and

Shanghai Dishes).  Events scheduled in the second half of the

year include: Cheese Seminar, Coffee Seminar, Whisky

Workshop, Vodka Cocktail Seminar, Oyster and Chablis

Workshop, Wine and Gourmet Workshop, and Master Chefs

C o o k i n g  D e m o n s t r a t i o n s  ( C h i n e s e  Ve g e t a r i a n

Dishes and Hunan Dishes).

If interested, please visit our website for the latest information.

PACES
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Pre-Service Vocational Training Programme

Following the steps of what is already practiced in the U.S. and

Europe, vocational education in Macao is diversely developing

in high schools in an effort to prepare students for additional

education or job skills for their future.  The hope is to enable

them to be well-equipped for a sophisticated and changing life.

As mirrored in the increasing complexity of the society and the

educational system in Macao, vocational education should be

consolidated when people are still young.  Further to our mission

to enhance tourism awareness within the local community, a

Pre-service Vocational Training Programme was launched last

year, with the objective to develop technical skills among

younger generations.  This is to be accomplished through

cultivating good work habits and discipline, engaging in

vocational hands-on practical training, and gaining public-

accredited qualifications.

This programme is tailored to students taking their form 4 to 6,

with an elective of three 12-hour courses: Introduction to Macao

Cultural Heritage, Western Restaurant Service Skills, and

Customer Service Skills.  All classes are conducted at the

participating schools, and the medium of instruction is either

English or Chinese.  Depending on the requirement of the

schools, it can be added onto their curriculum or be considered

extra-curricular.  Since September 2006, over 900 students have

enrolled in this course; the participating schools include:

- Col gio do Sagrado Cora o de Jesus - Sec o Chinesa

- Escola Estrela do Mar

- Col gio  Mateus Ricci

- Escola Kao Yip

- Col gio Diocesano de S o Jos

- Escola Secund ria Luso-Chinesa Lu s Gonzaga Gomes

- Escola Kwong Tai

- Escola Secund ria Millennium

Through increased invitations, we are expecting more schools

to join in the 2007/2008 scholastic year.  So far, 18 schools

have already been in contact with us to schedule the training

dates.

Joyce Wong
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Following the success of previous Summer Programmes,
another will be coming in early July, with the theme of
gastronomy and tourism.

The programme this time aims to explore how gastronomy
(including wine and culinary arts) in general contributes to
enhancing areas with already established or potential tourist
attraction(s).  Students will have the opportunity to analyse
differences as well as synergies created by the combination of
gastronomic reputation and the attractiveness of tourism sites.
Local and overseas examples will be examined.

2007 IFT Summer International Exchange Programme

The programme is for undergraduate students who have been
nominated by their home university. More information can be
found at www.ift.edu.mo.

Louisa Lam
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Macao Cultural Tourism Seminar series 2007

The new IFT Student Union Board

To provide more opportunities for local tour guides, students,

academics and enthusiasts to learn about the different aspects

of Cultural Tourism, PACES launched a series of Cultural

Tourism Seminars last September.  Guest speakers from

different fields came to the Institute to share their knowledge

and expertise.  Due to the extremely positive feedback received,

a new series will be launched this year; a total of ten seminars

are scheduled from March to December.

The topic of the first seminar is Macao during the Sino-

Japanese War .  Our speaker, Ms. Lau Sin Ping, Vice-president

On 14 December 2006 the IFT Student Union Inauguration

Ceremony was held in the Grand Hall of the Inspiration Building.

During the ceremony, President of IFT, Dr. Fanny Vong,

of The Chinese Educators  Association of Macao and well-known

educator and history researcher, will share what she had

experienced during those difficult times in Macao, as well as

the impact that war had on local society.

In April, Mr. Chan Su Weng, President of the Macao History

Association, will conduct a seminar on Macao Intangible

Cultural Heritage .  Topics such as the local dialect Pato ,

Religious Processions and Cantonese Opera will be discussed.

In May, local art educator Chiang Kuai Heng will be here to

share her views about Local Architecture.

Don t miss the chance to learn from these local experts!  The

above seminars are free-of-charge.  If you re interested, please

contact our Registry for enrolment.

PACES
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Student Union Inauguration Ceremony

delivered a welcoming speech and congratulatory remarks to

all of us.  Moreover, there were awards given to those who

have volunteered and were enthusiastic in student activities.

2006-2007 is the 13th year of our IFT Student Union. The Student

Union is run by 23 students who were elected through cross-

campus student balloting.The Student Union will try its best to

strive for more benefits for fellow schoolmates and other staff.

Student Union
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Apart from sending IFT students for overseas internships, IFT

also receives overseas interns to work in our two training units.

In the first quarter, we had three interns from the Homa Hotel in

Iran for a two-month internship.  In addition, one student from

the Glion Institute of Higher Education in Switzerland will have

his internship in Front Desk from March to June.

Louisa Lam

Overseas interns at IFT
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I graduated from IFT with my Bachelor in Tourism Business
Management by means of a Double Degree Programme.  My
home university in The Netherlands (NHTV Breda) and IFT offer
this.

Culture exchange trip of Kaohsiung Hospitality College

Lori and Canny gained more than a certificate from the Winter Programme

IFT Students participate in Winter University Programme by ATLAS

From 20 to 30 January, we represented IFT at the Winter

University Programme in Sibiu, Romania.  Sibiu is the European

Capital of Culture of 2007, and Winter University is part of its

official programme.  The Winter University has undergraduate

On 21 January, 14 students from the Chinese Taiwan National

Kaohsiung Hospitality College came to Macao and Hong Kong

for a five-day exchange trip.  This trip gave these Taiwanese

students better knowledge about the tourism industry in Macao

and Hong Kong - and a chance to experience the lifestyle in

Macao and Hong Kong.

In this five-day trip, we visited new hotels and many cultural

and master students in the fields of tourism, leisure and culture.

The whole event was organised by The Association for Tourism

and Leisure Education (ATLAS).

We learnt about different cultures, heritage assets and tourism

development through lectures, workshops and excursions with

lecturers and students from several countries.  This was really

a valuable experience!  We thank IFT and are also truly grateful

to Banco Nacional Ultramarino s（BNU) sponsorship for the

transportation fee and all the people who have rendered support

to us.

Lori Lio Hei Ieng & Canny Ho Kuai San
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heritage sites. We learnt more about treating visitors properly,

improving language and communication skills and how to have

better teamwork.

Student Union
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A group photo when students from Kaohsiung Hospitality College visited IFT


